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Giant impurity excitations are powerful probes for exploring new regimes of far out of equilib-
rium dynamics in few- and many-body quantum systems, and in-situ observations of correlations.
Motivated by recent experimental progress in spectroscopic studies of Rydberg excitations in ultra-
cold atoms, we develop a new theoretical approach for describing multiscale dynamics of Rydberg
excitations in quantum Bose gases. We find that the crossover from few- to many-body dynamics
manifests in a dramatic change in spectral profile from resolved molecular lines to broad Gaussian
distributions representing a superpolaronic state in which many atoms bind to the Rydberg im-
purity. We discuss signatures of this crossover in the temperature and density dependence of the
spectra.

Introduction.— Until recently the main motiva-
tion for studying impurity dynamics came from the
study of electron transport in mesoscopic and nano-
electronic systems [1–4]. Theoretical work focused
almost exclusively on fermionic systems [5, 6] dis-
cussing such spectacular phenomena as the Kondo
effect [7, 8] and the orthogonality catastrophe [9–11].
In contrast, studies of impurities in bosonic systems
were limited to equilibrium properties such as the
polaron energy and effective mass [12–14]. However,
recent efforts to probe non-equilibrium polaronic dy-
namics in bosonic gases have renewed theoretical in-
terest [15–21].

The realization of Rydberg impurities in ultracold
quantum gases [22–24] presents a new frontier where
microscopic atomic physics meets condensed matter
and mesoscopic physics, going beyond quantum sim-
ulations of strongly correlated states [25]. At high
principal quantum numbers, Rydberg blockade en-
sures that only one excitation is possible [26–28],
promoting the Rydberg atom to a novel realization
of an impurity problem. At the same time Rydberg
excitations in ultracold gases are predicted to form
exotic molecular bound states [29, 30]. Their meso-
scopic size with yet large binding energies, represent
a multiscale challenge in impurity physics, requir-
ing the confluence of powerful theoretical tools, from
atomic and condensed matter physics.

In this work, we address the challenge of non-
equilibrium dynamics of Bose polarons arising from
Rydberg impurities and demonstrate how their dy-
namics manifests itself in the absorption spectra.
Our approach employs microscopic molecular poten-
tials calculated from Rydberg wave functions [31].
Using exact bound and scattering solutions, we solve
the full time evolution of the many-body density ma-
trix, based on a novel functional determinant ap-
proach (FDA) to bosonic systems. We show in de-

FIG. 1. When a Rydberg impurity is excited in a Bose
gas, a molecular potential supporting ultra long-range vi-
brational states is formed. In a thermal gas these states
are observed as few-body absorption lines (dimer, trimer,
tetramer, etc.). The occupation of vibrational modes re-
sults in a shell structure as illustrated in (b). Deep in the
condensed gas, the spectrum becomes Gaussian [dashed
curve in (a)] representing a superpolaronic state. In typ-
ical experiments density averaged spectra [blue curve in
(a)] are observed.

tail how few-body molecular lines at low densities
evolve into a Gaussian profile at T=0 in a Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) signifying the formation
of a giant superpolaronic state at higher densities.
This dressed impurity state is comprised of a meso-
scopic number of bound atoms and exhibits a shell
structure in real space, see Fig. 1.

The present method applies generally to ther-
mal and degenerate gases, is readily extendable to
fermionic mixed-species systems, and allows to pre-
dict a wide range of time-dependent observables such
as spin echo or Ramsey signals.



Model for Rydberg impurities.— We investigate a
single Rydberg impurity immersed in a Bose gas
of ultracold atoms, localized in space at arbitrary
temperature T and particle density ρ. The Ryd-
berg atom is initially in its electronic ground state,
|↓〉. In a two-photon laser excitation, the atom is
transferred to an excited state, |↑〉 = |ns〉, of prin-
cipal quantum number n, and whose orbital ψe(r)
has a size comparable to the interparticle distance
ρ−1/3. The scattering of the Rydberg electron from
the surrounding ground state atoms is described by
the Fermi pseudopotential [32]. A host atom situ-
ated at a distance r from the impurity ion core at
R = 0 is then subject to the potential [23]

VRyd(r) =
2π~ae
me

|ψe(r)|2. (1)

This Born-Oppenheimer potential supports bound
vibrational states [29], when the Rydberg-electron
perturber-atom scattering length ae is negative;
cf. Fig. 1.

The main knob for the control of interactions
in quantum gases has universally been the zero-
momentum scattering length which can be manip-
ulated by magnetic or optical Fano-Feshbach spec-
troscopy [33]. In Rydberg impurity excitations, it is
the variation of |ψe(r)|2 which brings in the possibil-
ity to probe the quantum gas in a completely novel
way, i.e. by changing n.

Theoretical analysis of Rydberg molecule excita-
tions [34–37] have thus far relied on few-body atomic
methods, which by construction cannot account for
many-body quantum dynamics. In contrast, to de-
scribe the physics on all length scales, arbitrary
temperature and density, one must rigorously in-
clude the full quantum statistics, encoded in the
many-body density matrix. This applies in partic-
ular to high Rydberg excitations where the ultra-
cold medium is probed on mesoscopic length scales
and standard many-body techniques such as mean-
field or variational approaches fail due to the mul-
tiscale and non-perturbative character of the under-
lying microscopic physics.

To this end, we study the dynamics of the Rydberg
impurity governed by the many-body Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑
k

εkb̂
†
kb̂k +

∑
kq

V (q)b̂†k+qb̂k |↑〉 〈↑| (2)

where b̂†k, b̂k represent the creation and annihila-
tion operators of the bath bosons of mass m, mo-
mentum k, εk = k2/2m, and V (q) is the Fourier
transform of Eq. (1). The Fock space is constructed
from the bosonic single-particle orbitals, obtained

from the bound and continuum eigensolutions of the
Schroedinger equation for a localized Rydberg impu-
rity with infinite mass. The scattering length in the
pseudopotential in Eq. (1) is rescaled to reproduce
the bound molecular dimer energies. Since the Ryd-
berg molecule formation takes place on time scales of
the vibrational energies, the Rydberg ion recoil can
be ignored. Since this time is short compared to the
time for collective bath excitations, the inter-boson
interaction can be neglected as well.

Rydberg impurity spectra from a quantum quench
problem.— We compute the time-dependent overlap

S(t) = tr[eiĤ0te−iĤtρ̂] (3)

where ρ̂ is the density matrix representing the ini-
tial state of the system, and Ĥ0 is the Hamilto-
nian in the absence of the impurity. The expres-
sion (3) describes the many-body dephasing dynam-
ics following the sudden quench of the Rydberg po-
tential and can be directly measured using Ram-
sey spectroscopy [38–41]. The Fourier transform of
Eq. (3) yields the two-photon absorption spectrum
A(ω) = 2 Re

∫∞
0
dteiωtS(t) [39, 42].

Zero temperature description.— We focus first on
a Bose gas at T = 0. The Fock state repre-
senting the atoms in a BEC is given by |Ψ0〉 =

1/
√
N !(b̂†0)N |vac〉 where N is the particle number.

The time-dependent overlap (3) is then evaluated
with respect to the density matrix ρ̂BEC = |Ψ0〉 〈Ψ0|
and gives

SBEC(t) =

(∑
α

|〈α|s〉|2ei(εs−ωα)t
)N

, (4)

where the collective index α = (k, l,m) labels the in-
teracting single particle states |α〉 with nodal num-
ber k, angular momentum l of projection m and en-
ergy ωα. The lowest non-interacting scattering state

is |s〉 = b̂†0 |vac〉 with energy εs.
We demonstrate the utility of our method for exci-

tations in a 87Rb gas, as recently realized [23, 24, 30],
by focussing on excitations into Rb(71s). Vibra-
tional bound and scattering states up to large an-
gular momenta are calculated in a spherical box of
radius 10µm [43]. We incorporate the finite length
τp of excitation pulses in Eq. (3), and the finite life-
time of Rydberg excitations [44] can be included as
well.

In Fig. 2 we show the absorption spectrum for a
Rydberg excitation in the BEC phase at T=0, for
different densities ρ0 = ρ(r = 0). The low density
response is shown in Fig. 2(a). Here the interparticle
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FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum at T = 0 for a Rydberg
excitation to 87Rb(71s) (τp = 50µs). (a) Low density
ρ0 = 3.3 × 1012cm−3: The circles with spheres above
the peaks represent atoms bound in different orbitals.
Inset: Occupation probability |u(r)|2 for s-wave single-
particle states. (b) Crossover to the many-body regime
with increasing densities.

spacing exceeds the range of the Rydberg potential,
r0 ≈ 8650 a0. The physics is dominated by few-body
interactions resulting in a series of molecular lines
corresponding to one, two or more medium atoms
bound and localized inside the Rydberg orbit. These
molecular lines were recently observed in a thermal
Rb gas [23, 30], and are identified in Fig. 2(a) with
a red sphere for the fundamental dimer line, with
two red spheres for the associated trimer line, and
similarly for the tetramer and pentamer lines.

The Rydberg potential Eq. (1) supports several
vibrational bound states. This leads to additional
spectral features represented by a combination of
green and red spheres, which are associated with
exotic bound dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc. The
single-boson wavefunctions [see inset in Fig. 2(a)]
reveal that atoms in the first excited vibrational or-
bit are localized at smaller distances from the Ryd-
berg ion. As a consequence these complex molecules
exhibit a spatial structure reminiscent of the shell
model in nuclear physics [45].

As the density is increased, c.f. Fig. 2(b), we pre-
dict a crossover from resolved molecular lines with
asymmetric envelopes (blue and purple lines) to a
Gaussian profile (brown line) whose peak moves pro-
gressively to larger detunings with increasing den-
sity. This broad spectral response corresponds to
the formation of a superpolaron comprised of a large
number of bound atoms. Its emergence is rooted in
the stochastic occupation of densely packed many-

FIG. 3. Temperature and density dependent absorption
spectrum (τp = 50µs). (a) Spectral dependence on the
temperature at fixed density ρ. (b) Absorption spectrum
at fixed temperature for different average densities of the
Bose gas. These spectra can be observed in experiments
with crossed narrow-beam lasers [24, 37].

body states absent in typical realizations of impurity
problems [46–48].

The predicted Gaussian profile can be understood
from the spectral decomposition of A(ω), in exci-
tations from the BEC ground state |Ψ0〉 into in-
teracting single-particle states |αi〉 [43]. The re-
sulting multinomial distribution is dominated by
a few states with favorable Franck-Condon factors
pi = |〈αi|s〉|2. If only the deepest bound state |B〉
and the zero-energy scattering state |s̃〉 are consid-
ered, a binomial distribution results [43],

A(ω) =

N∑
m=1

(
N

m

)
pm(1− p)N−mδ(ω −mεB). (5)

Here p = |〈B|s〉|2 is the probability to transfer a
BEC atom from the single-particle state |s〉 into the
bound state. For large particle number N , this dis-
tribution evolves into a Gaussian. In the exact spec-
trum shown in Fig. 2 additional interacting states
contribute, leading to a multinominal spectral de-
composition of A(ω) which also evolves into a Gaus-
sian. We emphasize that the Gaussian distribution
emerges solely due to the canonical nature of atomic
BEC and will be absent in a grand-canonical BEC
such as recently realized using dye filled cavities [49].

Finite temperature description.— At finite tem-
peratures, the gas is composed of N0 condensed and
N ′ thermally depleted atoms. In order to account
for their quantum statistics, we make use of a novel
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bosonic FDA, based on earlier work on fermionic
systems [50, 51]; see also [52] where bosonic systems
are briefly discussed.

Our method applies generally to impurities inter-
acting with a bosonic environment. In its original
formulation [50–52], the FDA dealt with many-body
systems which are described by a grand-canonical
ensemble, such as fermions with fixed particle num-
ber or bosons in a thermal cloud. However, a BEC
of atoms cannot be described within the grand-
canonical approach [53].

We take this into account by treating the ther-
mal cloud and the condensate as separate subsys-
tems leading to

S(t) = SBEC(t)× Sth(t), (6)

where SBEC(t) and Sth(t) refer to the time-
dependent overlaps of the condensate and the ther-
mal cloud, respectively. The expression (6) becomes
exact in the limits T/Tc � 1 and T/Tc � 1, where
Tc is the condensate transition temperature.

In general, many-body traces as in Eq. (3), are
difficult to evaluate due to the exponential size of
Hilbert space. However, making use of the FDA,
the thermal contribution can be expressed as [52]

Sth(t) = det
[
1 + n̂− n̂eiĥ0te−iĥt

]−1
. (7)

Here n̂ = 1/[eβ(ĥ0−µ) − 1] denotes the single parti-
cle occupation number operator, µ is the chemical
potential and β = 1/kBT with kB the Boltzmann

constant. The operators ĥ, ĥ0 are the single-particle
counterparts of Ĥ and Ĥ0. Eq. (7) allows for an
efficient transform of the many-body trace into a
determinant in single-particle space. In Fig. 3(a)
we show the temperature dependence of the absorp-
tion spectrum at fixed density ρ. With increasing
temperature, the Gaussian profile at T = 0 (dot-
ted line) morphs into an asymmetric profile with re-
solved dimer, trimer, . . . lines. These molecular lines
differ from the few-body spectra [cf. Fig. 2] due to
dressing by many-body fluctuations.

In contrast, in Fig. 3(b), the temperature is fixed.
At low densities (solid line) the gas is purely thermal
and molecular lines are observed at low detunings
(note the frequency scales in Fig. 3). As the density
is increased and the gas condenses, the spectrum
evolves from an asymmetric form to a Gaussian pro-
file located at a detuning corresponding to binding
of hundreds of atoms within the Rydberg electron
orbit.
Experimental realization.— In experiments [23,

24, 36, 37], atomic clouds have inhomogeneous den-
sity profiles and are probed by lasers of finite waist.

FIG. 4. Density averaged absorption spectra for Rb(71s)
excitations (τp = 30µs). (a) Thermal gas at T = 500 nK
and trap center density ρ0 = 1.7 × 1012cm−3. Results
are shown for a laser profile illuminating the cloud over
the full cylindrical radius rth (black) and for a laser of
small waist (dashed, blue). For illustration the data re-
ported in Gaj et al. [23, 54] is shown as red dots. (b)
Density averaged absorption spectrum at T/Tc = 0.47
for a partially condensed gas of (zero temperature) peak
density ρp = 2.3× 1014cm−3.

In Fig. 4 we present Rydberg spectra that take into
account these density inhomogeneities using a lo-
cal density approximation (LDA). The analysis is
done for realistic trap parameters, temperatures,
densities, and Rb-Rb scattering length [43]. We
assume a Thomas-Fermi profile for the condensate
fraction, and the thermal fraction is treated within
the Hartree-Fock approximation [55].

In Fig. 4(a), the averaged spectra for two laser
profiles are shown. The solid line represents a laser
which excites the cloud along its full radial extent
while the dashed line corresponds to a laser of a
narrow waist. The LDA leads to an asymmetric line
shape with a long tail and molecular oligomer lines.
For a laser of small waist, we predict a shift of spec-
tral response to deeper detunings. We emphasize
that these calculations are performed without any
adjustable parameters, except for the finite length
of the laser pulse. For illustration we compare our
theoretical calculations to the molecular spectrum
for 87Rb(71s) observed by Gaj et al. [23].

In Fig. 4(b), we present the density averaged ab-
sorption spectra at T/Tc < 1 [43]. The response
predicted in Fig. 4(b) results from the average over
Gaussian (superpolaronic) distributions measured at
different densities. While the response of the con-
densed atoms leads to a broad shoulder at large de-
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tunings, the thermal atoms contribute at small de-
tunings.

In recent experiments on Rydberg impurity ex-
citations in a 87Rb BEC [24, 37], such LDA pro-
files were interpreted using a classical description
of atoms inside the Rydberg orbit, whose detunings
were calculated from a combined s- and p-wave scat-
tering of the Rydberg electron from the ground state
atoms. Such a classical approach does not account
for quantum many-body effects.

In an ultracold strontium gas [36], p-wave scatter-
ing leads to binding, while in alkali metal atoms this
scattering is resonant. Therefore trapped Sr repre-
sents a prestine probe of quantum many-body effects
and molecular shell structure.
Summary and Outlook.— We present a novel

many-body formalism for analyzing the non-
equilibrium time evolution of Bose gases interact-
ing with spatially extended impurities. We demon-
strate that spectroscopy of Rydberg excitations al-
lows for probing this dynamics in a new parameter
regime where the impurity itself extends over the en-
tire system. From the Fourier analysis of the time-
resolved overlaps we find qualitative changes with
temperature and density reflecting different dynam-
ical regimes. At low densities the existence of a
molecular shell structure is found and the emergence
of a metastable superpolaronic state at large densi-
ties and low temperatures is predicted.

Rydberg excitations in fermionic gases are another
exciting opportunity for exploring impurity dynam-
ics on mesoscopic scales, for which the FDA is ideally
suited [39–41]. It remains an open question whether
Pauli blocking is observable resulting in a molecu-
lar shell structure similar to that in nuclear physics.
Our approach allows for efficient real time evolution
of occupation numbers, in situ density, and correla-
tion functions. These can be probed, for instance,
in experiments aiming at direct observation of shell
structure, and the study of locally controlled heat-
ing of ultracold gases by Rydberg impurities. The
coherence of Rydberg excitations is paramount for
their application in quantum information processing
[23, 56, 57]. Our approach can investigate density
dependent dephasing as a fundamental limit on en-
tangled state preparation.
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